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Background
Three-Card Lecce – also known as “Three-Card Trick” – is
a conﬁdence game in which the victim (OSSTF) is tricked
into accepting a proposal (wage, beneﬁt, class size) on
the assumption that there are no hidden ‘tricks’ if you
accept the right proposal among three face-down playing
bargaining positions. It is similar to a shell game except
that it uses contract proposals instead of shells. In its full
form, Three-Card Lecce is an example of a classic "short
con." Beware: sometimes shills urge the OSSTF to accept
the wrong proposal.

we received … is, in fact, worse
than the Ford government’s original plan to hike average class size
ratios to 28:1,... it would still
remove roughly 5,000 teachers
from our high schools. And with
the removal of locallyenforceable class size caps, there
would essentially be no limits on
the size of classes into which
Ontario students could be
squeezed... the Ford government
continues to oﬀer bogus numbers ... in an eﬀort to misdirect
the attention of the public. They
simply don’t want to
Continued on page 2
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acknowledge or discuss the real issue, which is the conditions In response on November 16,
under which our students are expected to succeed.”
the OSSTF organized

Later in the fall the MOE , Stephen Lecce, proposed
appointing a mediator which the OSSTF immediately agreed to. This probably took the minister by surprise. But NO new proposals were brought to the table. In November the MOE reduced the on-line learning compulsory course requirements from 4 to 2.[ Ed.
Just a reminder, no school board in Canada or the USA requires
more that one voluntary on line course. One of those school
boards is Alabama. Alabama!] Lecce announced this at a

news conference and not at the bargaining table. As
the owner of a PR company he thinks he can circumvent collective bargaining and negotiate through the
public. This Minister does not understand the bargaining process.

“Information Pickets”. The
MOE on November 28 said the
OSSTF had not accepted additional negotiation dates. Bishcof was quick to respond that
“no new dates have been presented.”
The OSSTF has made it clear it
will negotiate transparently.

Stephen Lecce at a recent a
press conference

On December 4, 11th and the 18th the OSSTF held
three one day strikes .On December 16th, the mediator broke oﬀ talks.

Info Picket, November 26, 2019

T

he OSSTF began their ﬁrst province-wide job
action in more than twenty years on November 26,
as central negotiations are at a standstill.
By November, the bargaining process had been underway for months and during this time the government side of the table had avoided any meaningful
discussion of the issues that are crucial to the quality
of education in Ontario; the increases in class size,
mandatory online courses, the loss of thousands of
teacher and support positions across the province.
In addition to their eﬀorts to inform the public
through information pickets, members began a limited withdrawal of services that will aﬀect government or school board initiatives only.







NO participation in EQAO preparation or testing
NO completion/Submission of Ministry of Education
Data Reports
NO participation in School Board Professional Activities that are based on Ministry of Education or School
Board Initiatives
NO participation in unpaid staﬀ meetings outside the
regular school day
NO providing comments on any secondary provincial
report cards
Will not perform the work of another Bargaining
Unit, even if directed by administration

It looks like Vince has grown mutton chops but he tells
me they are earmuffs.

The president of the Ontario English Catholic Teachers’ Association wrote in the open letter that the
government has “made comments through the media
that have had a detrimental eﬀect on negotiations,
introduced regulations and legislation that violate
teachers’ collective bargaining rights, and played
games with the public to muddy the issues and deﬂect
blame,” including a recent bill capping public sector
wage increases to one per cent a year.
(Toronto Star, Nov. 20)
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President’s Report
Linda Bartram
linda.bartram@d12.osstf.ca

I

hope you all had a safe
an restful holiday. The
coming weeks in our ﬁght
with the province will re-

quire all our focus and energies. The following is a
letter from OSSTF president Harvey Bischof.

O

ver the past few weeks, Minister of Education
Stephen Lecce has continuously stated that OSSTF/
FEESO is asking for a $1.5 billion increase in compensation during the current round of negotiations. That
number is grossly inaccurate and misrepresents what
we have put on the bargaining table.
We estimate that our proposal for an annual cost of
living increase, tied to inﬂation, would cost approximately $200 million – NOT $1.5 billion as the Minister
continues to assert. Our costing ﬁgures were conﬁrmed by the Minister’s own calculations, which were
released to the media on December 10.

the true cost of just our union’s proposals. We have
not received any response to this question. Instead,
Stephen Lecce continues to assert that OSSTF/FEESO
is asking for this new, over-inﬂated dollar ﬁgure, which
is categorically FALSE.
While the Minister may assert that this new ﬁgure
would cover the entire education sector, he continues
to state publicly that this is what OSSTF/FEESO’s proposals would cost the government. The Minister is
conveniently avoiding any real discussion about regressive changes he has imposed on our world-class
education system, including:

• Larger class sizes
We asked the government to provide data to us on the • Fewer education workers supporting our most vulcosting of our proposals, as well as how the Minister
nerable students
arrived at his numbers in an eﬀort to move negotia• Cuts to specialized programs and supports for stutions forward. Instead of providing that data at the
dents
bargaining table, Minister of Education Stephen Lecce • Mandatory e-Learning for students in high schools in
chose to email us his hyper-inﬂated numbers at the
order to graduate
same time as he held a media event.
This sort of inﬂamed rhetoric and hyperbole from a
Minister Lecce now claims that OSSTF/FEESO’s proMinister of the Crown does nothing to move us closer
posals will cost the government billions more if agreed to a negotiated settlement. We will continue to focus
to. This is clearly nowhere close to what OSSTF/
on issues that are important to parents, students and
FEESO is proposing at both the Education Worker and our members – preserving the high quality education
Teacher/Occasional Teacher central tables.
system we have in Ontario.
OSSTF/FEESO asked the Minister’s representatives for
Four unions representing teachers and education workers across Ontario’s publicly funded education system
have ﬁled court challenges against the Ontario government’s Bill 124, the Protecting a Sustainable Public Sector for Future Generations Act. (PSPSFGA) see more on page 6.
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And What’s Up with the Teachers South of Us?

Chicago Teachers’ Strike, Longest in Decades, Ends

T

he city of Chicago after a strike by teachers in the
fall agreed to reduce class sizes, promised to pay for
hundreds more social workers, nurses and librarians,
and approved a 16 per-cent salary increase over the
coming ﬁve years. The vote to approve a tentative
deal was noticeably split, with some teachers wanting
to press on and seek steeper reductions in class sizes,
more teacher preparation time and aid for special education.
Still, the strike in Chicago, which followed a series of
major teacher walkouts in conservative states like
West Virginia and Oklahoma as well as liberal cities
like Los Angeles and Denver, reﬂected a renewed
wave of activism from teachers.

Teachers in Chicago drew attention to matters far
beyond salary to broad issues of social justice, casting
their ﬁght as a battle for equity among the city’s poor
and rich families, for safety for immigrants and for
aﬀordable housing in an ever more expensive city.
“I think the entire wave of teachers’ strikes that we’ve
been seeing should have school boards quaking in their
boots,” said Ileen DeVault, a professor of labour history at Cornell University. “I think more and more teachers are going to be saying, ‘Gee, I have some of the
same problems. Look what the Chicago teachers, look
what the L.A. teachers, look what all these other
groups of teachers got when they went on strike.’ ”

Teachers Beat Kentucky’s Donald Trump

A

Republican governor who mimicked President
Trump’s bullying approach to politics was defeated in
the November, 2019 state governor election in Kentucky. Andy Beshear, Democrat, won by 5,000 votes
in a state that supported Trump by 30 points in 2016.
Matt Bevin was the only Republican on Kentucky’s
ballot who failed to win.
It took nearly perfect circumstances to defeat Bevin.
It required a candidate, a party, a campaign and an
energized grassroots movement working in concert
And it needed teachers.

tucky Education Association. “And those people decided that this drumbeat of denigrating and attacking
teachers wasn’t going to ﬂy.”
The teachers ran a get-out-the-vote operation that
helped turn out voters in deep blue areas of the state.
“We knocked on so many doors”, one teacher said.
“We had people who’d been out for months knocking
on doors. We sent text messages. We made phone calls
to friends and family. We had days of action. I’ve never
seen so much engagement from people who’d never
done it before.”

Beshear has pledged to boost funding for public education, raise teacher pay and overhaul the school
board Bevin stocked with his own appointees, many
Beshear’s campaign focused on economic issues:
Bevin’s cuts to public education, his targeting of pub- of them hostile to public schooling. “For us, this was a
lic pensions, and his attempts to end Kentucky’s em- moment to slam the brakes on a really bad governor.”
brace of Obamacare. The teachers made that easier.
“Everybody has a teacher they can look back on and
Or a bad premier.
say they helped them and made a diﬀerence,” said David Patterson, communications director for the Ken-
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Chief Negotiator’s Report
Paul Bocking, OTBU VP & Chief Negotiator
paul.bocking@d12.osstf.ca

B

y the time schools closed for the winter holidays, we had participated in two days of a full strike
walkout, several weeks of a limited withdrawal of
services (the boycott of Ministry and board PD and
admin tasks related to EQAO, among others), sent
numerous emails to elected oﬃcials, and rallied at
street corners and Conservative MPP oﬃces while
ﬂyering the public. Going on strike is diﬃcult, in
terms of lost income as well as the particular challenges of our winter weather. Yet while picketing
the board oﬃces at 5050 Yonge Street alongside a
couple hundred other OTBU members, I have seen
camaraderie and solidarity between people who
choose to walk the extra mile (literally and metaphorically). I have heard the same accounts from
members picketing the Etobicoke and Scarborough
board oﬃces, and at school sites.

their careers. There are some teachers who proudly
remember the mass resignations, rallies and strikes
of 1974-75 that won us the right to strike and helped
transform OSSTF from a professional association
into a labour union. Our struggle against the Ford
government’s class size increases, mandatory elearning and other deep cuts to education will similarly deﬁne the careers of new teachers today.

After OSSTF Toronto’s participation in the provincewide strike on December 4 and the ﬁrst round of rotating strikes on December 11, members in another
11 boards were called by Provincial OSSTF for the
second rotation on December 18. I do not expect a
speedy settlement with the government. We cannot
aﬀord to compromise on our core issues at the central bargaining table, and the Ford government remains ideologically committed to undermining both
labour and public education. The good news is that
I am particularly inspired by the dozens of members we continue to hold broad public support. No one
who have volunteered as picket captains at the three outside Queen’s Park thinks more crowded classcentral board sites. Many of them are within their
rooms or mandatory e-learning helps students. Most
ﬁrst few years of teaching. Others have taught for
people also believe that wage and salary increases in
decades and are veterans of previous strikes.
line with inﬂation are fair. Meanwhile, I expect the
OTBU’s local negotiations with the TDSB will resume in January. We can expect many further mobiThere are many teachers for whom the strikes and
lizations this winter. But in the meantime, I hope you
struggles of the Mike Harris era (ie. the previous
had a safe and restful holiday.
Conservative government) was a formative part of

In just 18 months the Ford
conservatives have:





Fired hundreds of teachers,
Cut $100 million in school repairs
Scrapped debt-free tuiton
Cancelled 3 post secondary campuses







Ended OHIP for kids under 25
Ended the Green Ontario Fund
Cut $1 billion for health and childcare services
Cancelled a minium wage increase
and ran up a $1 billion bill to put beer in corner
stores.
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Climate Change Rally

Q

ueen's Park was ﬁlled with
hundreds of environmentally conscious students in October and
November who have a message
for politicians such as Ontario
Premier Doug Ford:
Climate change can't be ignored.

grown beyond any of our expectations."
Upwards of 10,000 had been expected to gather at Queen's Park.
Images from the scene suggest
that crowd could have been larger.

Doug Ford took an axe to Ontario's
Around the world and in 85 cities
tree planting programs and the
across Canada students held cliseasonal jobs it supported. We can
mate strikes, inspired by the young either go back to the years, when
Swedish climate activist Greta
the Conservatives did nothing
Thunberg.
about climate change — or ﬁght
for a better future. To paraphrase
Grace King, a student and organiz- one climate striker, ”I'm for moving
er with Climate Justice Toronto,
forward”.
said "I think this movement has

Protecting a Sustainable Public Sector for Future Generations Act
from the Ministry of Truth
...A man may take to
drink because he feels
himself to be a failure,
and then fail all the
more completely because he drinks. It is
rather the same thing
that is happening to
the English language.
It becomes ugly and
inaccurate because our
thoughts are foolish,
but the slovenliness of
our language makes it
easier for us to have
foolish thoughts...
George Orwell
Politics and the English
Language, 1946

O

This follows on the heels of the Protect
n November 7, 2019 the Doug
the Forest for Future Generations Act,
Ford government passed Bill 124 aka
which allows loggers to cut down every
the Protecting a Sustainable Public
tree over 1 meter tall in Ontario, and
Sector for Future Generations
the Protecting The Rights of Labour
Act (PSPSFGA). The PSPSFGA tram- Act by bringing back the 14 hour work
ples on collective bargaining rights and day, work houses and eliminating any
targets public sector workers with unrestrictions on child labour. On the Legfair austerity measures for the next
islature’s agenda are bills on Mermaids,
three years. The legislation ensures that Protecting
compensation for educators and other Asbestos and
public sector workers will continue to
The Things
fall behind the rate of inﬂation.
You Should
The passage of the legislation came just Not Be
one day after the Minister of Finance
Thinking Act.
bragged to Ontarians that the economy
is thriving and that the government is Double Plus
more than a billion dollars ahead of its Good.
deﬁcit reduction targets.
Ford in his Tory Blue suit.
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November 4th, Rally at the Metro Convention Centre

I

n November OSSTF members from across
Toronto came to the Metro Convention Centre to hear their union representatives from
the TTBU, OTBU and PPSP outline the need
for a strong strike mandate. Paul Bocking, OTBU Vice-President, and Linda Bartram, OTBU
Paul Bocking on the big screen.
President, gave rousing
speeches which were the highlight of the rally. Leslie Wolfe, TTBU president ,spoke of
the need to stop the Ford government now in order to prevent the introduction of vouchers, charter schools and the privatization of the Ontario educational system, “ Failure to
do so will transfer the cost of education from government to the individual family and create
greater inequality”, said Wolfe.
91% of teachers cast a ballot during the strike vote held at worksites and high schools
across Toronto. with 96% of Toronto’s voting in favour of job action in support of defending public education.
The elementary teachers and the Catholic teachers each voted 98% in favour of strike
action.

OTBU members
were able to vote
the end of the rally.
Smiles all round.
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General Meeting November, 20th Novotel Hotel
The fall 2019 OTBU
General Meeting
was held at a new
location this year,
the Novotel Hotel by
the North York Civic
Centre just north of
the 401 on Yonge
with a subway entrance nearby (And light years
from the Latvian Centre and the Metrolinx construction mess.)

OTs with little to no work.


Toronto has the best on call language in the
province and so is a target.



There has been little or no progress in bargaining. The government wants to negotiate
by press release.



“The ministry lies”.

Linda reminisced about the 1975 strike, her ﬁrst
year with the board and how it built solidarity
among its members.

OTBU president Linda Bartram summarized what
has happened so far and what was likely to come: Linda stressed that:
the Mass Rally on November 4th and the poten- 
We have credibility on our side.
tial for strike action to ﬁght the Ford government.
Job Action will start with information pickets and  The people of Ontario are on our side.
members have a duty to participate if you are in a
school. Linda made the following points::


If the Ford government
gets want they want contract teachers will have to
cover all on calls, leaving

This was followed by the election of the OTBU
delegates to AMPA. (see p.13 for the results)
Michael Fraschetti, OTBU treasurer, reviewed
our ﬁnances and we are in a sound ﬁnancial
position. If there is a province wide strike
(there was) funds would be paid out of the
provincial central fund. General satisfaction
all round for this news.
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GM meeting continued.
Paul Bocking, OTBU chief negotiator, in his report to members criticized the TDSB for the length of
time it takes for LTO conﬁrmations,
its frequent payroll errors and on
issues like safety in the classroom.
Due to the ongoing bargaining talks
there was no Provincial Report.

Penelope and BFF

The last section of the meeting
dealt with motions before the
meeting. Two motions , one on
public education campaigns and
one on capping the OT roster were
either defeated or ruled out of order. A motion to send a deputation
to the appropriate standing committee on school safety issues was
passed after a lengthy debate on

amending an amendment to the
original motion [my heart skips a
beat during these back and forthsed]. Thanks to Rob Banderob,
meeting chair, from OSSTF Central,
for getting through this Roberts
Rules of Order quagmire. A late
motion from the ﬂoor asking that
AMPA pass a requirement that
there be an OT on the bargaining
team passed overwhelmingly after
a brief discussion and some clariﬁcation.
There was a break in the meeting
for dinner.
Next General Meeting is set for
May 13th, 2020 at the Old Mill.

Janet and Nathalie

Frank and Nagy

Two peas in a pod

Kathryn and Rebecca

Michael Fraschetti with Syed, Harleigh, Maxine and Jill, the prize winners at this year’s GM.
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December 4th, Strike #1

T

he ﬁrst full day strike since 1997.
All OSSTF teachers and PSSP workers across the
province went out to show the government that their
proposed cuts to education will not be tolerated.
Teachers and support workers marched on the picket
line at the TDSB head oﬃce, Etobicoke Education
Centre and the Scarborough Education Centre. They
had the support of the public as the local citizenry
throughout the day gave them coﬀee, Timbits and
honked their horns. Lecce was still trying to frame
the strike at the end of the day as a ﬁght over wages
and not on the cuts. The endgame of this government is to privatize Ontario’s education and bring in
charter schools and vouchers. If we don’t stop them
now...
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December 11th, Strike #2

I

t was a cold day.
TTBU, OTBU and PSSP members from the Toronto
OSSTF (one of nine boards that participated) held
their second one-day strike against the Ford cuts to
education. Most OTBU members were, again, at one
of the three central locations. Most OTBU members
on LTOs were at their school locations. The strikers
signed up for one of two shifts, morning and afternoon. Tim Horton’s anywhere within a kilometre of a
school or education site likely reported record one
day sales. Cars honked their horns, the general public dropped oﬀ homemade shortbread cookies and
the Tories stuck to their talking points- a basket of
lies and misconceptions.
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The OTBU D12 Collective Bargaining Committee

Is it spelled definitely?

Could be definatley?

Really?

Really!

S

The excitement in the room is palpable.

Is this another Oxford
comma?
An island of calm.

Definitley, definitely!

Is that an Oxford comma in
our brief?

ince September the OTBU 12 Collective Bargaining
Committee (CBC) has held
three meetings to review
our negotiating brief. The
“brief” is the document your
negotiating team takes into
their negotiations with management. The brief is based
on the wishes on the membership as expressed
through emails, PD/GM sessions and surveys, and the
need to update our contract
to reﬂect changes in provincial legislation and TDSB
policy. The task of the CBC
is to prepare and review the
brief, suggest changes and
foresee any pitfalls.

Paul Bocking, OTBU D12
vice-president, is responsible for preparing the brief
and he will led the negotiating team. The OTBU would
like to express it’s thanks to
Paul and the CBC as a whole
for the time they put in.

CBC Members

Linda Bartram
Paul Bocking
Coleridge Browne
Ann Burke
Michael Fracshetti
Danielle Jolley
Sarah Kamazeldeh
Elaine Karroum
Jamie Whitaker
Vince Zambrano
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AMPA Delegates 2020

O

Federation policies, bylaws, constitutions, budgets,
SSTF/FEESO conducts an Annual Meeting of
the Annual Action Plan, and elects the Provincial Exthe Provincial Assembly (AMPA) with representatives ecutive and the OTF Governors. Thanks go to Frank
from all its bargaining units each March. (This is not
Cirone for running the OTBU AMPA delegate election
to be confused with the Academy of Motion Picture
and tabulating the results. Thanks to everyone who
Arts (AMPAs) which hands out the Oscars).
ran for the privilege of sitting in a large windowless
basement room during the ﬁrst weekend of the
March break.
AMPA is responsible for establishing or amending

Appointed to the AMPA delegation:
Linda Bartram, OTBU D12 President
Vince Zambrano OTBU D12 Vice-President

The following delegates were elected at the November General Meeting.
In alphabetical order:
From Left to Right
Pia Berger
Paul Bocking
Michael Fraschetti

Danielle Jolley
Sarah Kamalzadeh
Elaine Karroum

Salima J. Kassam
(alt)
Jane Sorel
Lillian Speedie
Jamie Whitaker
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PD Day
Oct 11,
2019
AGO

The Call Out

Over 40 OT’s enjoyed an afternoon at the
J.S. McLean Centre for Indigenous and
Canadian Art. The gallery features some
of the best art from the AGO’s vast Indigenous and Canadian collections, presented in an engaging and accessible new
showcase.
The afternoon included lunch and guided

tours by OCT Art Educators.
The AGO oﬀers free admission to teachers when you show your overly-expensive
OCT card, and is free to everyone on
Wednesday evenings from 6-9 pm.
Age 25 and under? Always free!

Volume 18, Issue 2
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PD and Lunch

at Victoria College- University of Toronto
Friday February 14th, 8.30 a.m-1.30 p.m.

1. De-brieﬁng the annual OTBU Working Conditions Survey.
2. Members will have an opportunity at the plenary session to ask questions and
listen to representatives of their employers at the TDSB.
3.
OSSTF Workshops 2020:
Choose one:
Continental breakfast
a Mental Health—Let’s Act How each of us can respond to the reality of
and lunch will be
mental health in education today. Relevant resources will also be provided to workshop participants.

b. Science of Learning This workshop will present a simple model of how the mind works
and will identify eﬀective learning strategies.

c. Classroom Management for OTs Participants will learn practical strategies for

creating a positive learning environment and will have opportunities to address some of the behaviours they

.

face

provided.
Please contact the OTBU
office if you have any
special dietary
requests.

Directions:
Museum Subway stop. Exit east side. Walk
east along Charles Street for about 100 m.
Take the ﬁrst walkway past the Isabel Bader
Theatre. Look for the signs.

Pre-registration is required
Space is limited
Phone 416 423 3600 or email: otbu.oﬃce@d12.osstf.ca

Volume 18, Issue 2
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PD December 6th, Old Mill

T

he December 6th OTBU PD day primarily focused on the upcoming round of
collective bargaining with the TDSB. Paul
Caccamo, VP OSSTF Provincial Executive, was the guest speaker. Paul Caccamo reminded the members that December 4th was only the second time in the
100 years of the OSSTF that teachers
walked oﬀ the job. He said this government is not interested in free collective
bargaining, they want to negotiate by
legislation and at press conferences. Cutting 5,000 teachers from the classroom is
not a more reasonable position than cutting 10,000 teachers. They have no plan
for e-learning. Hence our need for strong
collective action. The public is on our side
and the government knows it. While the
government is trying to frame the issue
around pay, the public sees that the issues are class size, e-learning and cuts in
education spending. (Ontario ranks 9/13
in Canada, and 54/64 across North America in spending per student). We are
working with our aﬃliates to get this
government to see the error of its ways.
After Caccamo’s opening speech members attended one of two workshops:
The Myths of Austerity present by Ricardo Tranjan from the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives or How to Organize
and Build Power with your Co-Workers
with Sarah Declerck from the Canadian
Union of Public Employees. Both were
very well-received, (more on these workshops in a later issue of The Call Out).
Jen Johnson, from the Chicago Teachers
Continue next page...
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PD December 6th, Old Mill, continued
Union, via Skype, spoke about the successful Chicago teacher’s strike this
fall. Johnson stressed a two important
points: No matter who is in charge, be
ready to defend education; and remember the importance of working
with parent and community groups.
Paul Bocking gave an overview of our
collective bargaining brief and members were asked to provide supplemental material to bolster our negotiations.

Two members in Workshop #2

Ricardo Tranjan

So far, so good.

The members of Workshop #1

Lunch in the Garden Room of the Old Mill. (Not all the talk was union related I fear)
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Get the salary you deserve!
OSSTF/FEESO certification
regulations are used to
evaluate
secondary teacher
academic/
technical credentials for
salary
placement purposes.
Certification rating

Don’t wait! Re-evaluate!

Mark this in your calendar!

OTBU Annual General Meeting (AGM), May 13, 2020 The Old Mill
This is an election year. Candidates my be nominat- received by the OTBU Secretary by the close of busied for up to two (2) of the following positions on the ness April 15th, 2020 and must be in order for the
2020-2022 Executive:
nomination to stand. Candidates shall have the opportunity to make an election speech at the AGM.
 President
Our Constitution does not permit “proxy” presenta
Ist Vice President
tions. Candidates must be present in order to speak.
All forms and information must be submitted by the

2nd Vice President
candidate not by a third party. The candidates who

Treasurer
submit their nomination forms to the OTBU Secretary by April 15th, may also advertise their candida
Secretary
cy in the election edition of the OTBU newsletter.
 Executive Oﬃcer (4 positions available)
Candidate ads must be submitted to the OTBU SecThe elections are governed by the rules established retary at the same time as nomination documents.
The format of the candidate ads is prescribed in the
under Bylaw 2 of the OTBU Constitution. The election will be co-ordinated and conducted by the Elec- OTBU Constitution, Bylaw 2.1.5.2.2. Each ad may
tion Committee. Any OTBU member in good stand- include a photo of the candidate (black and white)
and written text. The ad must conform to 1/4 of a
ing, may be nominated by providing, through the
OTBU Secretary, his or her name and the signature page of an 8 ½ x 11 sheet of paper. The submission
may be edited for size if necessary. Any candidate
of a supporting OTBU member in good standing.
Nominations for any position require the submission wishing to have a scrutineer is asked to submit the
name of this scrutineer along with other elections
of the completed Oﬃcial Candidate Nomination
material to the OTBU Secretary. Please provide a
Form 2020. This form will be available to all candidates from the OTBU web site. The form(s) must be valid private email address. Do not use the TDSB
email system.
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#Lecce Fact Check—source OSSTF

Statement by Lecce
Minister of Education, Stephen Lecce,
claims that, "Compensation for teachers
have grown by 80%. 80% since 2003."

Reference / Source
Queen's Park Press Conference, December 6, 2019

Refuting Statement
From 2003-2018 #OSSTF teacher salaries
increased by 31.7% while the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) increased by 32.4%
(OSSTF / Stats Can).

Minister of Education, Stephen Lecce, says, CBC Ottawa Morning, December 4, 2019
"OSSTF has actually admitted there have
not been layoffs."

OSSTF has repeatedly said that hundreds
of teachers and education workers have
been laid off this year, including dozens of
laid off OSSTF education workers who
attended Question Period on October 28,
2019.

Minister Stephen Lecce says they have
Queen's Park Press Conference, Novemmade a major move on e-learning, decreas- ber 29, 2019
ing mandatory e-learning credits from 4 to
2.

The
to increase
Thegovernment
governmentisisplanning
still planning
to
makesize
e-learning
mandatory
graduaclass
averagesa from
22 to 25.
tion requirement.

Minister Stephen Lecce says, "OSSTF has
not accepted additional bargaining dates.."

None
of our priorities
have
been decided
The government
hasn't offered
any additional
dates.
Note
statement
refuted,
at
the- after
tablethis
- not
classwas
sizes,
notOSSTF/
mandatoFEESO was offered and accepted four additional
ry
eLearning, not supports for students.
negotiating dates.

Minister
Lecce
says, "OSSTF
has
Queen'sStephen
Park Press
Conference,
Novemnot
accepted
additional
bargaining
dates.."
ber 29, 2019

"They want [compensation] tied to cost of The John Oakley Show, Global News, Noliving, which means folks, tied to economic vember 26, 2019
growth. So if you have a strong economic
year, GDP’s at 3 or 4 percent, that means
they are requesting automatically a 3 or 4
percent increase."

Cost of living is tied to the Consumer
Price Index, not GDP. The government
projects CPI increases of ≤2% per year, for
the next 5 years.

On his push for mandatory e-learning
courses, "The driver for me was listening
to students."

According to the 2019 Ontario Student
Trustees' Association student survey, over
94% of respondents opposed making elearning a mandatory requirement for
graduation. See the full report under the
bargaining for education.ca Research tab/
Online Learning.

Newstalk 1010, November 21, 2019

According
to the
"We provided
the2019
sameOntario
deal asStudent
we got
Press Conference, November 21, 2019
Trustees'
Association
student survey,
with CUPE
and they effectively
sort ofover
94%
of respondents
opposed
walked
away from that
deal. making elearning a mandatory requirement for
graduation. See the full report under the
bargaining for education.ca Research tab/
Online Learning.

They did not table the CUPE deal today
and OSSTF/FEESO remained at negotiations all day. We asked them to table the
CUPE deal to start discussions and they
declined to do so.

"This government, under the leadership of
this Premier, is spending more on public
education than any government in the
history of Ontario. Those are the facts."

Question Period, Nov 19, 2019

According to the Ministry of Education,
spending has decreased by an average of
$54 per pupil compared to the 2018-19
school year.

"We're asking them to accept the same
rate that every other public servant in this
province is being asked, or requested to
meet – that's 1%."

CBC Metro Morning, November 19, 2019

They aren’t “asking” – The government
passed Bill 124 - limiting public sector
workers to a 1% maximum increase in
compensation per year, except Ford’s
deputy ministers, who were given 14%.

“THEY CALL THEMSELVES
CONSERVATIVES BUT THAT’S
NOT IT, EITHER. THEY DON’T
WANT TO CONSERVE WHAT
WE NOW HAVE. THEY’D
RATHER TAKE THE COUNTRY
BACKWARDS – BEFORE THE
1960S AND 1970S, AND THE
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION ACT,
MEDICARE, AND MEDICAID;
BEFORE THE NEW DEAL, AND
ITS PROVISION FOR SOCIAL
SECURITY, UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE, THE FORTYHOUR WORKWEEK, AND
OFFICIAL RECOGNITION OF
TRADE UNIONS; EVEN
BEFORE THE PROGRESSIVE
ERA, AND THE FIRST
NATIONAL INCOME TAX,
ANTITRUST LAWS, AND
FEDERAL RESERVE. THEY’RE
NOT CONSERVATIVES.
THEY’RE REGRESSIVES. AND
THE AMERICA THEY SEEK IS
THE ONE WE HAD IN THE
GILDED AGE OF THE LATE
NINETEENTH CENTURY.”
― ROBERT REICH

The Myth of Stephyphus Lecce

T

there is no more dreadful punishment
he Tories had condemned Stephy- than futile and hopeless labour but the
phus to ceaselessly roll a bargaining posi- Environment Ministry was already filled.
tion to the top of a mountain, whence
According to scholars the first basic idea
the position would fall back of its own
of conservatism is that 'reason is an inweight...he [Stephyphus] was accused of
adequate instrument with which to coma certain levity in regard to the OSSTF ...
prehend the values, depth, mystery,
He is condemned to this fate for eternity
and meaning of Ford.' We can see that
or until the next provincial election. The
for Stephyphus this is very much the
maddening nature of the punishcase. The second basic idea uses the
ment was reserved for Stephyphus due
myth as a representation of a life made
to his hubristic belief that his cleverness
meaningless because it consists of bare
(being a PR man) surpassed that of Ford
himself. He was punished for this at the repetition.
bargaining table by the futility of his
The OSSTF can attest to this.
work. That is his curse. They (the To[Not to be confused with something written by Albert
ries) had thought with some reason that Camus.- Ed.}

With a few minor changes this
describes the Canadian
Conservative party.
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